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Action Taken Report 2022-23 

Stakeholder Feedback Communication with 

relevant bodies 

Action taken  

Student 

 Suggestions to include 

emerging research and 

practical applications 

in syllabus 

Formal instructions were 

circulated to all constituent 

colleges through component 

authorities addressing the 

issues suggested by the 

students through feedback 

Teacher paid more Attention to the Practical 

training and hands on workshops. It has 

helped in practical correlation of the topics 

taken in the lectures and also help in 

developing practical skills of the students 

because of hands on experience 

Need to conduct 
experts industry 
lecture/ workshops 
and seminar for  better 
understanding 
 

Formal instructions were 

circulated to all the 

constituent collages through 

component authority for 

addressing the issue & 

Meeting with principal sir 

were taken to conduct more 

expert  lecture, workshops 

etc 

Expert lecture by industry person, workshop 

& seminar were conducted successfully. 

Details of which are as follows. 

a) applied data science and machine learning 

b) trending software  languages on java and 

python 

c)current trends in software technology 

d) National Conference “trending 

Technology for Achieving  sustainable 

development goals 

e) workshop on “Rasberipie” 

f) workshop on emerging trends in 

Spintronics 

g) seminar on cement and U-tech services 

h)application of AI in Civil Engg 

i)seminar on Entrepreneurship and 

mechanical engg branch 

j)seminar on cell phone safety prediction by 

using SAR technology 

k) workshop on conservation on energy 

resources  

 

Students emphasized 
on more industry visits  
based on the courses  

Formal instructions were 

circulated to all the 

constituent collages through 

component authority for 

addressing the issue of 

organizing more industry 

visits periodically based on 

the courses conducted. 

More Industry visits were conducted 

successfully details of which are as follows 

a) Satpute developers and builders 

wardha 

b)  Ultratech cement ltd Nagpur 

c) Om shiv Construction Wardha 

d)  Jai Jagdamba Construction wardha 

e) Disha Computer Institute 

f) Guruji workshop 

g) Mahendra Multi services 

h) Persistant academy 

i)  Pratiksha Industried pvt ltd wardha 
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j)  Chandrapur Super Power thermal 

Station 

k) MGIRI wardha 

Strengthening of 
extracurricular 
activities and social 
activities 

Formal instructions were 

circulated  to all the 

constituent collages through 

competent authority to 

ensure the conduct of 

interdepartmental arts and 

sports competitions 

Institute is regularly organizing the cultural 

and sports activities during academic year. 

College has conducted many many cultural 

activities such as 

a) dance, drama, singing, antakshari,quiz, 

technical quiz, poster presentation, 

musical chair, group discussion, etc,  

b)  sports events such as box cricket, 

cricket, kabaddi, volleyball, chess, etc  

c) Extracurricular activities as blood 

donation, tree plantation etc 

d) Institute has organized a Rally on 

creating awareness of  “Beti Bachao 

Abhiyan”, Andhrashraddha Nirmulan, 

Pradushan Mukt Abhiyan, Rasta 

Suraksha Abhiyan, etc 

 

Teacher 

Suggestion to include 
emerging research and 
practical application 
needs in the syllabus 

Formal instructions were 

circulated to all constituent 

collages through competent 

authority for addressing the 

issues suggested by the 

teachers through feedback 

The details of the feedback were receive by 

the heads of constituent collages and 

appropriate awareness was created 

 

Suggestion for 
interactive panel so 
that teaching method 
becomes smooth and 
quick 

Formal instruction were 

circulated to the collage 

through competent authority 

for purchasing interactive 

panel 

TEACHING method became quick and 

teachers found it user friendly. 

Suggestion for 
Curriculum and 
syllabus is designed by 
keeping need of 
industry and 
employment 

Formal instruction were 

circulated to the collage 

through competent authority 

for designing syllabus and 

curriculum 

More industry based elective are covered in 

electives 

Library slots are provided in the time table 

for self study in  college 

Sports slots are added in the time table 
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FEEDBACK ACTION PLAN 2022-23 
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